Reimagining the
Employee Benefits
Experience
How AI-enabled, data-driven and
mobile-first technology & services support
today’s multigenerational workforce.

The business imperative around
benefits
Benefits are a big-ticket item. Employers spend a significant
amount of money to provide them.1 They also play a key role
in both recruitment and retention. Offering a strong benefits
program can be a big part of organizational culture, and it supports
workforce strategy.
With a dynamic economy at play, the workforce is constantly
changing. According to a report by Korn Ferry, projected labor
shortages in the US will result in over $1.7 trillion in unrealized
revenue by 2030.2
That’s why benefits are vital to organizational success. Most
employees value benefits highly and many won’t consider a job
without them. They view their benefits package as a proof point
for taking a new job or staying where they are.3 Even part-time
and gig workers are looking for opportunities that include access
to benefits, and more organizations are finding creative ways to
extend benefits to these workers.4
With so much riding on the design and delivery of benefits,
understanding how to create the best employee experience has
never been more important.

Changing employee expectations
Not that many years ago, the most advanced technology was found
at work. It was only at the office that people used a computer, sent
a fax, made a copy or printed a document. Any available technology
outside of work was prohibitively expensive. (It was also huge! A
color copier could take up as much room as a couch.)
These days, smartphones put more computing power in the
palm of our hands than NASA had when they landed the first
man on the moon.5 Now, technology is affordable, portable and
evolving so quickly that work tools can become outdated before an
organization has budget to replace them.

With so much riding
on the design and
delivery of benefits,
understanding
how to create the
best employee
experience has
never been more
important.

This means that employees’ everyday use of technology outside of
work is likely delivering a better, more comprehensive experience
than what they have on the job. So, expectations are shifting about
technology and employee experience at work. And it’s no wonder.
A mobile device offers people a single access point for managing
much of their lives, connecting them to communication and
entertainment, social networking, shopping, banking and access to
just about anything, 24/7.
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2019 Employer Health Survey, Kaiser Family Foundation.
Korn Ferry. The Global Talent Crunch, 2018.
Top 10 Perks and Benefits that Win Employees Over. Robert Half, Nov. 5, 2018.
18 Flexible Companies with Benefits for Part-Time Workers. Adrianne Bibby, FlexJobs, Nov. 2, 2018.
Your smartphone is millions of times more powerful than all of NASA’s combined computing in 		
1969. Tibi Puiu, ZME Science, Feb. 15, 2019.
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Some of the expectation shift is generational. Millennials and
Gen Z, who grew up with more access than previous generations,
look for convenience.1 They want easy, fast connectivity. In a
recent study of consumer expectations, 21.7% of those age 35-44
expected an immediate response to an email. By contrast, only
11.7% of people age 65 or over had the same expectation.2
Younger employees also want personalization based on their
unique interaction habits and preferences.3 People are frustrated
by non-integrated technology touch points that don’t address
who they are.

“Ultimately, employees want their
9-to-5 to look like their 5-to-9, and the
organizations that deliver on that idea will
gain a competitive advantage.” Gartner
4

From customer service to customer
experience
Customer service refers to the quality of an interaction or
transaction, generally with a person: the server at your favorite
restaurant, the clerk at the Division of Motor Vehicles, the
receptionist at the doctor’s office. How well you’re treated, and
the ease of the interaction or transaction, is the backbone of
customer service.
However, there’s been a significant revolution in the retail world,
shifting the focus from providing excellent customer service to
delivering a great customer experience (CX).5 That means a larger
landscape in which interaction and transaction are no longer the
sole domain of humans.
In some cases, CX might have no human component at all
(consider your Netflix subscription).
In other cases, the human component is just one of many
possible touch points (you research and buy a plane ticket at
your desktop; you download your boarding pass to your mobile
device; a person scans it; another person offers you pretzels on
the flight).
Today, much of our transactional life is based, at least in part,
in technology.
1
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“Digital
transformation is
the integration of
digital technology
into all areas of
business, resulting in
fundamental changes
in how a business
operates and the
value they deliver to
their customers. ”
— Jennifer Lund6

Marketing Convenience to the Modern Consumer. Jeff Fromm, Forbes. Jan. 4, 2019.
Arise Customer Service Frustrations: Email Response Times, Arise.com. Feb. 25, 2019.
Consumers expect personalization, reveals report. Retail Customer Experience, April 8, 2019.
Gartner Identifies Top Three Priorities for HR Leaders in 2019, Jan. 17, 2019.
KPMG, 2018 Customer Experience Excellence Report.
How Digital Transformation is Driving Customer Experience. SuperOffice.com. Jennifer Lund,
Oct. 14, 2019.
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In fact, emerging technology is what underpins and enables the
support and interactions inherent in a modern CX experience, an
end-to-end system that enables and delivers interactions with a
brand. It plays out in websites, mobile apps, on social media, via
email or chat and in physical locations, and it’s the sum total of a
customer’s interactions.

KPMG1 describes the optimal CX as having these six
characteristics:

1

Personalization
greet me, know me, recognize our history

2

Integrity
do what you say, be competent, be likeable

3

Expectations
set my expectations, guide me, exceed your promises

4

Resolution
give a sincere apology, go the extra mile, own the resolution

5

Time and effort
minimize my effort, provide the answers, make it simple

6

Empathy
listen to me, show you care, take ownership of my issue

While people
are often part of
the experience,
technology plays a
significant role.

While some of this can be accomplished by people, it can be
extended and deepened with data-driven technology, userexperience design, artificial intelligence (AI), analytics, algorithms
and other tools that have converged to enable leading-edge
retailers to create CX that drives business success.
Today’s retail CX offers a deeply personalized set of interactions
that leverage data, analytics and technology, much of it
delivered via a mobile device.2 While people are often part of the
experience, technology plays a significant role.
It’s in this larger context that we need to consider and
measure the effectiveness of benefits delivery.

“Customers want experiences that
recognize their unique selves. At their core,
they are seeking solutions to their personal
circumstances and life challenges.”
— Julio Hernandez, KPMG Global Center of Excellence Lead & US Customer Advisory Lead1

1 KPMG, 2018 Customer Experience Excellence Report.
2 Leveraging Mobile to Meet Changing Customer Expectations in 2019. Ford Blakely,
Business 2 Community, Dec. 10, 2018.
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The new benefits landscape needs
to reflect great CX
Employers continue to offer more benefits choices, and cost
continues to be a central challenge. While choice and cost can
create decision-making challenges, employees consistently
say that they want a wide range of options to personalize their
benefits experience. But employees also indicate that their
benefits knowledge is limited.1
At the same time, employees demonstrate high risk aversion
when choosing benefits.2 Add to this that many are struggling
financially, and it’s clear that there’s room for improvement in the
way benefits information and decision support are delivered.
The challenge is striking a balance between the customer
experience employees expect and the foundational benefits
knowledge and support they need to make informed choices.

While choice and
cost can create
decision-making
challenges,
employees
consistently say that
they want a wide
range of options to
personalize their
benefits experience.

1 MyChoiceSM Recommendation Engine Benefits Insights Report, Businessolver, 2019.
2 Ibid.
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What do employees want and need?
People want and expect to interact with technology and services
inside their organizations the way they do outside them. While
employees don’t necessarily like to “shop” for benefits, they want
the benefits equivalent of a retail consumer experience with
easy-to-use, sophisticated tools that make it easier for them to
choose and use their benefits.

A study by MetLife focused on what employees
are looking for in their benefits.1

93%

Personalization/customization

2/3

Financial protection

Only

4 in10

93% of employees say that the ability to customize
their benefits is a must-have or nice-to-have option.
Only 37% of employees strongly believe their
employers’ benefits communication is customized
to address their personal situations.

2/3 of employees say their benefits package helps
reduce their financial stress.
Decision-making support
Only 4 in 10 employees strongly believe their
employers’ benefits communication is simple to
understand. As a result, only half are very confident
that they made the right decisions during their last
Annual Enrollment.

The choices they
make and how
they use their
benefits can have
a profound effect
on employees’
financial wellbeing, and even
their productivity
at work.

These perceptions are even more important to consider against the
backdrop that just 67% of employees are satisfied with the benefits
they receive through their employer, down 4% from MetLife’s results
just a year earlier.2
While employees aren’t customers in the same way they are
consumers (that is, they generally don’t have many choices about
where they buy their benefits), they are still spending a sizeable
amount of their income on healthcare. According to Kaiser Family
Foundation, a family with employer-provided healthcare coverage
spends $7,726 on premiums and out-of-pocket costs, and that
amount will likely continue to rise.3
1 MetLife, 17th Annual US Employee Benefits Trend Study, 2019.
2 Ibid.
3 Kaiser Family Foundation/LA Times Survey of Adults with Employer-Sponsored Insurance.
Liz Hamel, Cailey Munana and Mollyann Brodie, May 5, 2019.
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Employees report that these healthcare costs are often financially
challenging, and that they aren’t always prepared to meet them.1
Even when they have resources for out-of-pocket costs, employees
prefer not to spend them.2 The choices they make and how they
use their benefits can have a profound effect on employees’
financial well-being, and even their productivity at work.

What do employers want and need?
Employees aren’t the only stakeholders when it comes to benefits,
since employers are making a weighty financial and resource
investment in these programs.3 Organizations want to derive
the most value from that investment, including support for
recruitment and retention.
To meet the changing expectations of today’s workforce,
employers need to ensure that they are building benefits plans
that meet their employees’ wide range of needs. Equally important,
employers should ensure that employees fully understand the
value of their benefits options.
Better benefits delivery can also support cost-containment goals
by engaging employees in lower-cost care options like telehealth
and preventive care. The more informed employees are, and the
more confident they are about navigating the benefits CX, the
more HR and benefits teams can be freed for more strategic work.4

To meet the
changing
expectations of
today’s workforce,
employers need
to ensure that
they are building
benefits plans
that meet their
employees’ wide
range of needs.

CX also extends to employer users. Modern benefits
administration platforms contain valuable analytics and reporting
data, which helps employers understand employee behavior and
engagement through any number of filtered views. Employers
want easy, self-serve access to this data, and they want it delivered
real-time in a way that’s easy to understand and actionable.
This self-service orientation extends to communications and
engagement tools. Employers are looking for easy-to-customize
functionality that enables them to deliver just-in-time information
and education to employees to support benefits education,
enrollment and year-round engagement.

Analytics Strengthens Decision Making
Part of making strategic contributions is having the data to
build recommendations. According to a report by Paychex,
HR leaders indicate they use analytics to:5

90%
89%
89%
1
2
3
4
5

Make more informed decisions
Defend their decisions to senior management
Understand how to communicate with employees

PwC's 8th Annual Employee Financial Wellness Survey: 2019 Results.
MyChoice Recommendation Engine Benefits Insights Report, Businessolver, 2019.
Employers' Health Costs Could Rise 6% in 2020. Stephen Miller, SHRM, Aug. 20, 2019.
G&A Partner's, HR's Time-Consuming Toll on Your Company.
Paychex Pulse of HR Survey 2019: A Focus on Technology and Talent
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What does CX look like in a benefits
context?
Traditionally, benefits interactions have happened in one of two
ways, or a combination of both—through employee self-service or
with service center support. The term “high touch” has included
concierge services around specific events like retirement and
has generally referred to a more personalized customer service
approach when employees need specialized support.
However, technology has expanded the possibilities associated
with benefits delivery, and we’ve already seen advances in
employee and employer support among state-of-market providers.
Benefits CX provides a new approach to making important choices
easy with a helpful, curated experience.
In the retail world, CX creates omni-channel environments in
which people can shop and buy more easily. CX for benefits
doesn’t mimic an online shopping experience, but rather focuses
on supporting engagement and employee behavior change.
Although employees appreciate benefits, they don’t really like to
shop for them, in part because they don’t feel confident in their
decisions.1 Unlike researching and buying a car, vacation or new
phone, employees don’t want to spend a lot of time trying to
compare multiple benefits options and figure out which ones are
right for them. And, they shouldn’t have to.
CX in benefits takes the most relevant aspects of retail CX and
applies them to support decision-making in choosing and using
benefits. The best benefits CX provides a guided experience that’s
easy for employees and helps them make informed decisions
quickly and painlessly. It offers not only multiple touch points
but omni-channel support. As with retail CX, that means using
channels that work not just in parallel but in cooperation with
each other. This omni-channel approach leverages technology and
personalized data to deliver an experience that meets employees
wherever they are in the delivery of benefits information,
enrollment guidance and other transaction support.
With this approach, a robust benefits CX can help address diverse
workforce needs, in terms of benefits knowledge, language
preferences, access needs, generational differences and life stages.

The earmarks
of benefits CX
Easy to use, personalized,
respectful. Meet me where I
am. Guide me. Value my time.
Respect my individuality.

Robust platform offering
easy, guided interaction

Solution that is completely
mobile-enabled

Supports both choice
and ongoing use and
transactions for all health
and welfare benefits and
accounts

Meets the user where they
are with personalized, dataenabled support

Offers individualized,
personalized guidance
based on data

1 People Don't Want to Shop for Benefits, Businessolver.

Enabling, provides allied
information
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The CX “ecosystem”
An effective benefits CX requires the seamless integration of
technologies and tools that together represent an end-to-end
“ecosystem” of engagement, enablement and delivery. Retail CX
uses these ecosystems effectively to create rich experiences for
buyers, meeting them where they are, guiding them, valuing
their time and respecting their individuality. These are the same
expectations that modern employees have for their benefits.

“World-class employee experiences attract top talent
through a strong brand reputation, drive high performance
through meaningful manager-employee relationships and
create valuable brand ambassadors long after employees
have left your organization. World-class employee
experiences can also lead to employees who choose to
spend their career with your organization — because
your organization provides them the best opportunity to
develop and continually improve their well-being.” Gallup1

An intuitive, easy-to-use system
The administration system platform is the engine of the customer
experience in benefits.2 It drives all interactions and transactions,
presents actionable and educational content and offers real-time
support. For the best experience, the platform needs to be clear
in functionality and easy to navigate, leveraging modern user
experience techniques.
An important user experience principle is to help the user focus
on one key concept at a time, and to create conversational
prompts for support throughout the transaction. Instead of
offering an experience that’s too complicated or technical, a
modern benefits experience looks and feels like a conversation
with a trusted advisor or friend. This conversational approach
leads employees through benefits selection via a step-by-step
process that clears away distraction and confusion, while
enabling them to pause for help at any time.

The administration
system platform
is the engine of
the customer
experience in
benefits.

This approach makes the process more user-centric. As
employees go through the process, they can easily adjust the
experience to meet their needs.
1 Gallup, State of the American Workplace Report, 2019.
2 Businessolver.com.
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Mobile is crucial
Effective benefits CX acknowledges the importance of mobile
access. Nearly every benefits learning, enrollment and ongoing
engagement opportunity an employee has with a desktop
computer needs to also be available via a mobile device. Mobile
functionality and design should offer the same level of support
and ease of use as the desktop experience, including the options
to link easily to a virtual assistant or a service center in real time
via chat.
Retail CX has already enabled this expectation and employees
expect the same when managing their benefits.
Access is an issue too. Not all employees use a computer
regularly in their job, and while remote access may work for
some, mobile technology has become the equalizer and, for
many people, it’s the preferred access point.

When the benefits
experience looks
and feels like the
rest of someone’s
life, it reinforces the
value of benefits
and the ease of use,
which helps drive
appreciation.

In fact, mobile works best for certain benefits transactions, like
providing documentation for dependent verification or an eligible
flexible spending account claim. It’s easier to scan and upload a
mobile image than complete the same transaction via desktop.
When the benefits experience looks and feels like the rest of
someone’s life, it reinforces the value of benefits and the ease of
use, which helps drive appreciation.
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AI enables highly personalized,
accessible, just-in-time support
Artificial intelligence is a vital component of a meaningful benefits
CX, since it can power a deep, personalized interaction.
Add machine learning technology and the experience becomes
even more human-like, when the AI assistant can respond in the
user’s preferred language, can recognize speech and can talk
back. Because of its scalability, AI can support multiple users
concurrently with no wait times, and it’s always ready during the
busy Annual Enrollment season and throughout the year.

During 2019 Annual Enrollment, Businessolver's AIpowered personal benefits assistant, SofiaSM, was able to
provide employees with just-in-time assistance.1

51,000 chats
57% of total chat volume

Artificial
intelligence is a
vital component
of a meaningful
benefits CX,
since it can
power a deep,
personalized
interaction.

40% of chats after-hours
or on weekends

“A great VCA (virtual customer assistant) offers more than
just information. It should enrich the customer experience,
help the customer throughout the interaction and process
transactions on behalf of the customer.” Gartner2

1 Businessolver data.
2 Gartner Says 25 Percent of Customer Service Operations Will Use Virtual Customer Assistants
by 2020, Feb. 9, 2018.
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Individualized decision guidance
With the range of benefits options available that enable
employees to create a personalized suite of coverage, there
is a clear need for meaningful decision-making support. And,
that support needs to be both simple and data-driven. People
generally don’t spend a lot of time shopping for benefits, but
they are often spending a lot of money—both their own
and their employer’s. They want and expect personalized
recommendations that consider their specific feelings and
preferences about healthcare needs, finances and risk.
Guidance tools should reflect that employees aren’t benefits
experts and, when they make decisions, they may not know how
to factor in their emotions and financial needs. These decisionsupport tools should connect the user to a package of benefits
that work best for their individual circumstances, in a way that’s
intuitive and doesn’t take a lot of time.

“Technology will … play a larger role in decision support over
the next three years. Less than one-third of employers
(31%) provide easy access to decision support through
digital means like a mobile app, but almost twice this
amount (61%) plan to enhance this capability in the next
three years. Gathering data and using artificial intelligence,
machine learning or virtual assistants to create a
personalized experience to help employees make informed
enrollment decisions will climb significantly, too — few
employers (9%) use this approach today, but nearly onethird (32%) are planning to do so in the near-term.” WTW1

Guidance tools
need to reflect that
employees aren’t
benefits experts
and, when they
make decisions,
they may not know
how to factor in
their emotions and
financial needs.

1 Global Newswire, Employers' top health care priority: offer choices and decision support
tools to meet employees' diverse needs. Willis Towers Watson, June 24, 2019.
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When it comes to benefits delivery,
expect more
HR and benefits pros need to adjust their expectations about
what employees want when it comes to benefits delivery. The
definition of self-service is evolving to embrace new technology
and ongoing innovation. A modern employee CX leverages
emerging technologies, including AI, to provide a rich omnichannel experience that offers choices about access and
interaction at all stages of the employment lifecycle. Technology
is the driving force for delivery solutions that provide all types
of people—part-time, full-time or retirees—a personalized,
relevant experience.
To maximize their substantial investment in benefits, employers
have the opportunity to reimagine how those benefits can be
delivered, making the most of technology to provide an end-toend, personalized and data-driven approach.
Technology enables and supports a CX that offers an intuitive
enrollment with access to real-time virtual assistance. The
solution must be mobile, make transactions easy and secure,
and deliver functionality and assistance that employees are used
to in their daily lives as consumers.

Businessolver offers
market-leading
solutions to ensure
employees engage
in, understand and
appreciate their
benefits, and that help
employers achieve
their strategic goals.
Gain a competitive edge with
a great benefits experience.
Check out our guide, Three
Components of an OmniChannel Benefits Experience,
and start adding value to
your HR team today.

While enhancing employee engagement, and delivering better
return on investment for benefits spend, this approach can also
free up time that HR teams previously spent on transactional
support and shift it to more strategic priorities.
When evaluating benefits administration and delivery solutions,
employers will likely see the best ROI through technology and
partnerships that enable true employee self-service, omnichannel support and meaningful analytics and reporting for
ongoing refinement to program design, delivery and
employee engagement.

Get the Guide
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Market-Leading Benefits Technology
+ Innovative, High-Touch Services
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